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Chapter 1 : Editions of Batman vs. Predator by Dave Gibbons
Batman Versus Predator is a comic book crossover featuring a duel between Batman and a member of the titular
extraterrestrial race from the Predator film calendrierdelascience.com was written by Dave Gibbons with art by Andy and
Adam Kubert, and was published by DC Comics and Dark Horse Comics in

Advertisements Book One The first book opens with a boxing match in Gotham. When the winner of the fight
is killed in his apartment shortly after the bout, Batman is called in to help investigate the crime. Though
accusations are directed against Brodin, the sponsor of the losing fighter, the grisly yet unusual murder
consisting of spine and skull removal suggest otherwise. In an attempt to defuse the conflict, the mayor of
Gotham arranges a meeting between the two crime lords during which Yeager is murdered by an intruder.
Batman gets back to Wayne Manor where his butler Alfred sees to his injuries. Commissioner Gordon himself
is almost killed in his own home by the hunter, but escapes. Batman attempts to recover quickly, knowing the
death toll rises every day. Batman finally defeats the Predator just as its ship lands, with others of its kind
disembarking. The defeated Predator honorably commits suicide with a sword which the Predator commander
then presents to Batman before leaving. Batman is confident that the Predators will not return after having met
what lives in Gotham. Book Two The story opens after a successful apprehension of a criminal during a
drug-related homicide by Batman â€” unwillingly aided by the Huntress. Shortly after the capture, a strange,
luminous object reported to be a meteorite lands beyond the Gotham River. A lone marksman attempts to
make a shot at Batman as he patrols the streets, but is killed by an invisible creature. The victim is one of
seven hired assassins tasked with tracking and killing Batman. The creature kills several police officers at the
police station, injuring others including Police Commissioner Gordon before retreating with the Bat-Signal.
Batman is ambushed by the creature, only to be saved by the timely arrival of the Huntress. The FBI arrive,
revealing plans to set up a specialized strike force to kill the creature quickly. Batman and the Huntress both
confront Terraro himself, but all are attacked, and Terraro is murdered in his own loft. When another Predator
retrieves his fallen comrade in plain sight of him, Batman deduces that these two are not tracking him, but
rather the Predator rampaging through Gotham, who seems to have no qualms in killing members of its own
species. They plan to use the Bat-Signal to lure the creature into the open, where they can assault it. Stocker, is
captured by the true killer and taken hostage. It overpowers the both of them, but Lt. As Batman and the
Huntress escape the fleeing vessel, another ship appears and follows, opening fire on the vessel and destroying
both ships. The book ends with the Bat-Signal lighting up again, signaling trouble from the Joker â€” a
relative relief to the other-worldly troubles. Book Three Gotham, suffering yet again from sweltering
temperatures and increased gang warfare, finds itself with more mysterious deaths. Aided now by his ward,
Robin , Batman worries that this may be yet another series of hunts by the brutal Predator aliens â€” yet
refuses to disclose this to his partner, which only serves to irk Robin. Indeed, not one, but two beasts are
prowling in Gotham: Freeze and his associates are attacked by the two cloaked Predators. Though all of the
surrounding underlings are killed, Freeze is left alive. Meanwhile, Robin learns many of the details during his
computer research on the previous "hunts" through confidential government files, after taking advice from
Barbara Gordon under the alias "Oracle". He also successfully tracks down Mr. Freeze and subdues him. With
Freeze now in custody, Batman orders Robin to lie low, further aggravating the youth. Bruce manipulates
WayneTech into closing down for 24 hours to provide a battleground he can control, in an effort to defeat the
beasts. The plan works, but only lures one of the two. Alfred reveals what little they know of their assailants
before they are attacked. When questioned, Batman reveals they were chosen as targets because the Predators
saw them as they themselves were: Collected editions The series have been collected into trade paperbacks.
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Chapter 2 : Read Book Online Batman vs. Predator âˆ·âœ Dave Gibbons â‹® Books Online
Batman versus Predator is a comic book crossover featuring a duel between Batman and the creature from the Predator
film. It was written by Dave Gibbons, with art by Andy Kubert and published by Dark Horse Comics in

Predator Chad Predator acts way out of character in this, randomly killing pets. And then repeatedly going
after boxers seemed strange. Batman is also in only maybe a third of the story. The story was much lamer than
I remembered. The art by the Kuberts is good. Gianfranco Mancini Almost best Batman crossover ever. Loved
the storyline, the Kubert bros amazing artworks and the Predator 2 movie flick vibe, sadly the Hunter killing
dogs, cats and an old unarmed boxer seemed acting too much out of character for me. Five stars missed by an
inch, what a shame. But a lot of pe Logan Probably one of the best crossovers you will ever read in comics!
Maria I read this graphic novel at the prompting of my husband, and I really enoyed the story. It started off
with Batman as more of the detective until the time for his first one-on-one encounter with the predator. The
story jumps around from different perspectives quickly, but that is part of what gives the book such a nice
pace. Without a spoiler, I thought the ending was fitting. Larry Kenney How can it be that one of the best
Predator stories contains Batman? It seems odd, but it works. What will this new foe push the hero Gotham
needs to. Will Batman be able to stop this reign of terror? Library â€” BorrowedOn My Shelf: Muy buen
trabajo de Gibbons y los hermanos Kubert a pesar de todo Beau Johnston A decent cross-over. Of course,
spoiler alert, the predator always loses. Michael I wonder if Dave Gibbons had seen Predator 2 before he
began writing this series, because the urban landscape and the way the Predator cut through various mob
bosses reminded me of the doomed sequel in some ways. The bosses are all fairly basic, none of whom will
stick with you long after you put the book down, but Gibbons does use them well to bu Callum Shephard
During the greater excesses of the 90s, the idea of versus comics were booming. There had always been a
craze for seeing one character fight another, but three particular staples of science fiction found dominance
during this time: Xenomorphs, Predators and Terminators. A big part of their success came down to the
surprisingly excellent early Alien Vs Predator comics, and deals were made between DC and Dark Horse to
have their heroes take the fig Joseph Vasquez The Kubert bros make a two very distinct characters from
different universes and brings them together in a strangely perfect crossover! The artwork is utterly amazing!
The set pieces in this mini-series is timeless with great visuals and a somewhat dec Jurij Fedorov Interesting
concept and idea but the animation is really hard to decipher. And many more comics too. Even the dialogue
bobles fill out a forth of a frame. Everything is a huge mess here. When Predator attacks the drawings are
basically a mess of colors. Everything is extreme cl The visuals are decent, albeit often a bit too dark and
pretty messy at least for my taste when it comes to the fights. But the story is really bland: After a hard fight
that he loses, Batman recovers, gears up and finally Doctor Alpha The story is an unnecessarily convoluted
garbage, the art is subpar. Ron Turner There are three stories. The first two are rather meh. Ulrich Christian
Boldt This is one of the best crossovers I have ever read. Two rival gangsters, Alex Yeager and Leo Brodin,
are caught up in the middle of a murder investigation. Both gangsters have prized boxers working for them.
MadMaxx OK now this was it for me. My two favorite characters of all time Nightwing over Batman really
but without Batman i would not like Nightwing then you make them fight. This three issue story had is all for
me. Gibbons writes a great Predator story, with one of the cool parts being when Predator takes the fists of a
winning boxer as his trophy, and i cannot for get to mention those Kubert brothers. Their art has always been
some of my favorite, i Ashley Brown I was on a train recently and overheard a couple of kids talking about
how cool it would be if Batman took on "Predator or someone". And suddenly I was taken back about seven
years to a time when I found this in a local library. In short this is probably my favourite graphic novel of all
time, a great mash up between one of the greatest heroes and one of the scariest sci-fi villains to grace our
screens. There is of course a lot of action and the RoChe Montoya Batman vs. Predator- if there ever needed to
be a movie made from a crossover this has to be the one. Just the title alone says it all, I love Batman and I
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love Predator so when two of my favorites were gonna go at it, I had to be there. I loved this story so much, I
had to get 2 and 3. It feels very much like it has the proper grasp of both Batman and the Predator characters,
and it feels like the two belong together. The colors are dreary and muted, fitting the tone, and the layouts and
inking are excellent. Oscar Fuentevilla Muy buena serie: East Bay J This is actually one of my favorite
Batman books. Dave Gibbons tells a good tale and keeps things interesting. And the art of Andy and Adam
Kubert is sensational, classic comic stuff. This would make a good movie. Adam McPhee Ridiculous but fun.
Deepak Chaudhary This is actually a pretty good crossover between the predator and the batman worlds
except for the parts were the predator was getting his information on TV and talking in English that was
suppose to mean something.
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Chapter 3 : Batman Predator | eBay
Batman versus Predator: The Collected Edition from Batman versus Predator [Regular] Foreword by Dave Gibbons
Batman; Predator; 4.

In , a sequel was published called Batman versus Predator II: In this book, Batman gets help from Huntress in
taking down the Predator. Blood Ties was published in Freeze is the only Batman super-villain to have
appeared in a Batman versus Predator story in this comic book, though Catwoman makes a brief cameo, and
The Joker is mentioned. When the winner of the fight is killed in his apartment shortly after the bout, Batman
is called in to help investigate the crime. Though accusations are directed against Brodin, the sponsor of the
losing fighter, the grisly yet unusual murder consisting of spine and skull removal suggest otherwise. Batman
gets back to Wayne Manor , where his butler Alfred sees to his injuries. Commissioner James Gordon himself
is almost killed in his own home by the hunter, but escapes thanks to the sacrifice of another officer. Batman
attempts to recover quickly, knowing the death toll rises every day. If Batman does not show before the end of
the countdown, they plan to flush the Predator out of hiding by searching street by street, a tactic that will
likely take more lives than would be saved. The battle begins on the roof of the Gotham City Police
Department, continues in the Batcave after a chase on the Batmobile, and ends on the outskirts of Wayne
Manor. After inflicting a series of injuries, including hitting it with a wide-spectrum tranquilizer and Alfred
shooting it with an old blunderbuss, Batman finally knocks the Predator down with a metal baseball bat just as
its ship lands, with others of its kind disembarking. The defeated Predator honorably commits suicide with a
sword which the Predator commander then presents to Batman before leaving. Batman is confident that the
Predators will not return after having met what lives in Gotham. Book Two The story opens after
Batmanâ€”unwillingly aided by the Huntress â€”successfully apprehends a criminal during a drug-related
homicide. Shortly after the capture, a strange, luminous object reported to be a meteorite lands beyond the
Gotham River. Batman is ambushed by the creature, only to be saved by the timely arrival of the Huntress.
The FBI arrive, revealing plans to set up a specialized strike force to kill the creature quickly. Batman and the
Huntress both confront Terraro himself, but all are attacked by the Predator, and Terraro is murdered in his
own loft. Batman tracks the alien, only to discover the corpse of a different Predator. When another alien
retrieves his fallen comrade in plain sight of him, Batman deduces that these two are not tracking him, but
rather the Predator rampaging through Gotham, who seems to have no qualms in killing members of its own
species. They plan to use the Bat-Signal to lure the creature into the open, where they can assault it. Stocker, is
captured by the true killer and taken hostage. It overpowers the both of them, but Lt. As Batman and the
Huntress escape the fleeing vessel, another ship appears and follows, opening fire on the vessel and destroying
both ships. The book ends with the Bat-Signal lighting up again, signaling trouble from The Joker ; a relative
relief to the other-worldly troubles. Book Three Gotham, suffering yet again from sweltering temperatures and
increased gang warfare, finds itself with more mysterious deaths. Aided now by his ward, Robin , Batman
worries that this may be yet another series of hunts by the brutal Predator aliensâ€”yet refuses to disclose this
to his partner, which only serves to irk Robin. Indeed, not one, but two beasts are prowling in Gotham: An
elder creature who seems to tell stories of previous hunts to his younger partner. Freeze and his associates are
attacked by the two cloaked Predators. Meanwhile, Robin learns many of the details during his computer
research on the previous "hunts" through confidential government files, after taking advice from Barbara
Gordon under the alias "Oracle". He also successfully tracks down Mr. Freeze and subdues him. When
questioned, Freeze reveals the creatures did not seem to have even seen him. With Freeze now in custody,
Batman orders Robin to lie low, further aggravating the youth. Bruce manipulates WayneTech into closing
down for 24 hours to provide a battleground he can control, in an effort to defeat the beasts. The plan works,
but only lures one of the two. Alfred reveals what little they know of their assailants before they are attacked.
When questioned, Batman reveals that they were chosen as targets because the Predators saw them as they
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themselves were: Collected editions The series have been collected into trade paperbacks.
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Chapter 4 : Batman Versus Predator: The Collected Edition (Batman Beyond by Dave Gibbons
Dave Gibbons is an English comic book artist, writer and sometime letterer. He is best known for his collaborations with
writer Alan Moore, which include the miniseries Watchmen and the Superman story "For the Man Who Has Everything".

When the winner of the fight is killed in his apartment shortly after the bout, Batman is called in to help
investigate the crime. Though accusations are directed against Brodin, the sponsor of the losing fighter, the
grisly yet unusual murder consisting of spine and skull removal suggests otherwise. Batman retreats to Wayne
Manor , where his butler Alfred Pennyworth treats his injuries. Bedridden and encased in an orthopedic cast ,
he begins the slow process of recovery and to plan for another match with the Predator. Commissioner James
Gordon himself is almost killed in his own home by the hunter, but escapes thanks to the sacrifice of another
officer. Batman attempts to recover quickly, knowing the death toll rises every day. After the Predator sustains
several injuries, including being hit with a wide-spectrum tranquilizer by Batman and shot with an old
blunderbuss by Alfred, Batman finally knocks it down with a metal baseball bat as its ship lands; others of its
kind disembark. The defeated Predator commits honor suicide with a sword, which the Predator commander
presents to Batman before leaving. Batman Versus Predator II: Bloodmatch[ edit ] The story opens after
Batmanâ€”unwillingly aided by Huntress Helena Bertinelli â€”successfully apprehends a criminal during a
drug-related homicide. Shortly after the capture, a strange, luminous object reported to be a meteorite lands
beyond the Gotham River. At the same time, Gotham City experiences a severe heat wave. He is ambushed by
the creature, only to be saved by the timely arrival of the Huntress. She also seeks to defeat the Predator as a
challenge, despite knowing that she will become a target herself. The FBI arrive, revealing plans to set up a
specialized strike force to kill the creature quickly. Batman and the Huntress both confront Terraro, but all are
attacked by the Predator, and Terraro is murdered in his own loft. Batman tracks the alien, only to discover the
corpse of a different Predator. When another alien retrieves his fallen comrade in plain sight of him, Batman
deduces that these two are not tracking him, but rather the Predator rampaging through Gotham, who seems to
have no qualms in killing members of its own species. They plan to use the Bat-Signal to lure the creature into
the open, where they can assault it. It overpowers the both of them, but Lt. As Batman and the Huntress escape
the fleeing vessel, another ship appears and follows, opening fire on the vessel and destroying both ships. The
book ends with the Bat-Signal lighting up again, signaling trouble from The Joker ; a relative relief to the
other-worldly troubles. Blood Ties[ edit ] Gotham City, suffering yet again from sweltering temperatures and
increased gang warfare, experiences more mysterious deaths. Indeed, not one, but two beasts are prowling in
Gotham: Freeze and his associates are attacked by the two cloaked Predators. Though all of his nearby
henchmen are killed, Mr. Batman later confides to Alfred that his reticence with Robin is out of a desire to
keep the boy from becoming a target of the Predators. He also discovers the second Predator, safely ejecting
from his helicopter as the vehicle is destroyed in the process. Meanwhile, at the advice of Oracle Barbara
Gordon , Robin learns details of previous "hunts" through computer research in confidential government files.
He also successfully tracks down Mr. Freeze and subdues him. Freeze reveals the creatures did not seem to
have even seen him. Freeze now in custody, Batman orders Robin to lie low, further aggravating the youth. In
an effort to defeat the beasts, Bruce manipulates WayneTech into closing down for 24 hours to provide a
battleground he can control. The plan works, but only lures one of the two aliens. Batman then ensnares the
elder Predator with Mr. The butler explains what little they know of their assailants before they are attacked.
When questioned, Batman reveals that he and Robin were targeted because the Predators saw them as they
themselves were: Collected editions[ edit ] The series have been collected into trade paperbacks. On June 13,
DC Comics reprinted all three stories into one trade paperback.
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Chapter 5 : Dave Gibbons - Wikipedia
Save batman versus predator the collected edition to get e-mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed. + Items in
search results DC Batman Versus Predator The Collected Edition Dark Horse Comics.

He began reading comic books at the age of seven. A self-taught artist, he illustrated his own comic strips. He
left his surveyor job to focus on his comics career. When the science-fiction title AD was set up in the mids,
Gibbons contributed artwork to the first issue, Prog 01 February , and went on to draw the first 24 instalments
of Harlem Heroes , one of the founding and pre- Judge Dredd strips. Gibbons was known, by sight but not by
name, to readers of the short-lived IPC title Tornado. Whereas AD was said to be "edited" by the alien Tharg ,
Tornado was "edited" by superhero Big E, who as alter-ego Percy Pilbeam worked on the magazine. These
characters appeared in photographic form within the comic, with Gibbons posing as both Big E and Pilbeam
for the entire 22 issue run of Tornado before it was subsumed into AD. The Doctor Who Storybook released
Christmas features a story called "Untitled" which includes the name Gibbons in a list of great artists of Earth
history. American comics work[ edit ] s[ edit ] Gibbons was one of the British comic talents identified by Len
Wein in for American publisher DC Comics: Initially pitched by Moore to use the Charlton Comics characters
which had been purchased by DC Comics, Watchmen was re-tooled to feature new â€” analogue â€”
characters when it became clear that the story would have significant and lasting ramifications on its main
players. He recalls that he had: Then Alan finally broke into DC with Swamp Thing and I guess I must have
heard on the grapevine that he was doing a treatment for a new miniseries. The series won acclaim There have
been proposals to make it â€” some I was excited about, some I was less excited about. But I think the way
that it finally has been made is just great. He designed the logo for Oni Press in Stan Lee creating Green
Lantern. In , he drew covers for JSA , as well as producing the complete original graphic novel The Originals ,
[5] a black and white graphic novel which he scripted and drew. Published by Vertigo , the work is set in the
near future, but draws heavily on the imagery of the Mods and Rockers of the s. He provided cover artwork
for the flagship title, Albion , the six-issue limited series written by Leah Moore and her husband, John
Reppion and co-plotted by her father, Alan Moore. Sinestro Corps issue as part of the " Sinestro Corps " story
arc. With Guinness officials on hand to monitor their progress, writer Mark Millar began work at 9am
scripting a page black and white Superior comic book, with various artists appearing on stage throughout the
day to work on the pencils, inks, and lettering. Too Young to Die! In , he served as a consultant on the film
Watchmen , which was adapted from the book, and released in March
Chapter 6 : Batman Versus Predator - Wikipedia
calendrierdelascience.com description: Product Description: Batman versus Predator is a comic book crossover
featuring a duel between Batman and the creature from the Predator calendrierdelascience.com was written by Dave
Gibbons, with art by Andy Kubert and published by Dark Horse Comics in

Chapter 7 : Batman Versus Predator: The Collected Edition
Batman Versus PredatorÂ» Batman Versus Predator #1 - The Collected Edition released by DC Comics on January 1,
Summary Short summary describing this issue.

Chapter 8 : Batman versus Predator
All portions of the Grand Comics Databaseâ„¢, except where noted otherwise, are copyrighted by the GCD and are
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike International License (CC BY-SA ).
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Chapter 9 : GCD :: Issue :: Batman versus Predator [Prestige] #2
The comic was collected and released as a trade paperback in April , with the title Batman versus Predator: The
Collected Edition. The release was edited by Kij Johnson and Bob Kahan and featured a new cover by series writer
Dave Gibbons.
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